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Slinky Lab
Today you finally get a chance to do a lab with the giant slinkies. We only
have four of them, so you'll have to split up into somewhat larger groups
than usual. Try to rotate so that everyone gets a chance operating the slinkies. The supplies you will need
are:

A slinky
A stop watch
A metal bar

1. Pulses

To start out with, and to become familiar with your slinky, try sending pulses through your slinky and
watching them reflect and interfere. Don't spend too long on this part; the real lab is the next part. Some
tips:

In order to get the pulses to last long enough to do anything interesting, you need to stretch the slinky
a bit, so that there is some force in it. Experiment a bit with how much force it takes to get pulses to
travel. Use common sense - stretching to excessive lengths (more than about twice the unstretched
length) will damage the slinky.
When attaching one end of the slinky to the metal bar, slip the metal loop on the slinky over the bar,
so that the slinky slides freely, and hold the two ends of the bar.
When sending pulses through, you will get easier to interpret results with quick, short pulses than
huge ones.

Try to reproduce the various slinky demos Mr. Z. has done in class:

1. Pulses canceling
2. Pulses adding
3. Reflection from a fixed end
4. Reflection from an open end

2. Standing Waves

In class, Mr. Z. created standing waves on a rope. We talked about characteristics of a standing wave: how
there are nodes where the rope stands still, and antinodes between them where the rope is moving the most.
We also saw that a rope can support many different modes of standing waves, packing in varying numbers
of nodes and antinodes.

Set up your slinky with one sliding end and one fixed end. By moving the fixed end back and forth, try to
set up standing waves on the slinky. As before, you will need a moderate amount of tension to get anythign
done. On the back of this page, draw at least three different modes. Then, for each mode you found, list the
number of nodes and the number of antinodes. Finally, time how long it takes for the rope to cycle five
times, and record the frequency (5 cycles / (the time you foud)).


